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We Were Here
In the Eco Living Zone





Information, Chats, Books and 
Interactive Activities



In Conversation



Reflective Activity

Questionaire side one Questionnaire side two



Wish Me Well Painting 



Wishing the World Well



The World Painting Wished Well



Some Wishes for the World

*Let's heal the world together

*Be an ocean of love                            *Be kind

*Peace and respect 

*Bless the sea                       *Feel more love

*Peace, love and abundance to all

*Seek truth and be happy

*Care freely                       *Family

*May the world be open like a rose

*Let's stick together



A Popular Shot



10 Feed the Soul

Spending time alone 
in silent prayer, or 
meditation, gives us 
inner strength and 
wisdom to deal with 
life in a more 
positive and peaceful 
way.

Visiting Other Stall Holders



Healthy Mind, Healthy Planet
Maureen’s Talk in the Eco Living Lecture Area



Final Thoughts : Contribution

 About 500 people visited the stand over the 2 days

 A unique contribution : thoughts, consciousness & meditation

 The reflective activity lead to some in-depth conversations

 People enjoyed the 'Wish Me Well' painting, taking photos and leaving smiling

 There was a lot of interest in meditation and courses on offer  

 Re-connected with a number of people who had had previous contact with the 
Brahma Kumaris

 The show had a good energy, perhaps summed up by the slogan on a cloth bag 

from one stall saying 'Be Kind to every Kind.' 



Final Thoughts : Going Forward

 A table game, such as,  a virtue wheel with an environmental slant

 Look at re-designing the '10 Ways' hand-out to better present as an 
easily readable A5 sized leaflet 

 Consider shortening the questionnaire, as people are always  
'pushed' for time 

 Printed, catchy and attractive slogans for the walls of the stand, to 
give a positive message to anyone passing by

 A specific follow-up talk or event related to “greening” our
consciousness


